TWENTIETH CENTURY POETRY      M24
Bla»e \\ itbout contraries there is no piosies
Emu His own life was one of manifold tensions
e pec nil between contemplation and his active
rui ti^i > tion m Irish politics and art (He was
Production Manager of the Ibbey Theatre and
n is m-idt a Senator )
A dominant theme is the dichotomy between
sensuous living and the creation of immortal
works of art the latter symbolised by Byzantium
in two splendid poems Here he rejects the
sensual music of whatever is begotten born
and dies or the fury and the mire of human
veins for monuments of unageing intellect
symbolised by Byzantium with its gold mosaic
the i»tarht or the moonlit dome and the golden
smfcin,, bird a miracle m glory of changeless
metal (pp 217 280)
\et in the contemporary Dialogue of Self and
Vaul p 265 the poet opts for life however sordid
I am content to live it all again
4nd \ ef again if it be life to pitch
Into the frog spawn of a blind man s ditch
Paradoxically the splendour of Teats is the
unresolved   conflict    In poem after  poem he
passionately faces his dilemmas personal political
artistic  metaphysical   never to rest m a com
placent final solution but forging instead enigmatic
and arresting images of tumersal experience
T S Eliot (1888-1965)
The poems referred to are contained m Collected
Paemi, 1909-1962 (Faber)
Thomas Stearns Eliot is a poet who mates
considerable demands on his readers To some
extent thebe may be met by using critical works
such is George 'VVilliamson s A Header s Gtui-de to
T & Lliot but a poet who apparently needs to be
read with a key is a little daunting so it is perhaps
as well to decide what these demands are and
whether they are much heavier than or very differ
ent from those made by other poets
Ehot studied philosophy at Harvard (1906-10)
and continued his studies abroad at Munich the
Sorbonne and later (1914) Oxford He had been
interested for a time in Eastern philosophy but
chose not to indulge his inclination as he con
sidered it might hinder his participation m
Western culture and in Western culture from the
Greets oaward he was steeped One must expect
from a writer who read so widely in Greek Latin
French Italian and German as well as English
a range of references beyond what is usually ex
pected of the well educated arts graduate and
from a poet trained in philosophical disciplines
one should further expect subtlety and precision
These expectations are met and the poetry most
of it at least well repays the effort of the reader
who must follow a technique in which unity is
achieved not by a framework of narrative or
sensory description or even a logical sequence of
thought but by imaginative association where
several layers of thought and feeling are fused
Eliot s first book of verse Prufrock and Other
Observations was published m 1017 although the
title poem The Love Sony of J Alfred Pnrfrock
had been published separately In 1916 m America
apparently at Ezra, Pounds instigation This
poem is probably one of the easiest to begin with
and yet touches on ideas and experiences with
which Eliot was continually concerned
At the head of the uoem ib a quotation from
Dante s L Inferno It Is relevant to the poem in
that Its speaker says that he has answered Dante
only because he believes that his answer cannot
be taken back to earth since no one ever leaves the
deep abyss alive Eliot s character Is first seen
making his way through a maze of streets, & scene
which reflects Prufrock s state of mind The
correlation between the exterior situation and the
interior state is suggested clearly
Streets that follow Hie" a tedious argument
5e arrives at a party   we hear, at a distance as it
were the sounds made by the guests bat hi the
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foreground are Prufroek s thoughts He is sadly
av are of the impression he makes the figure he
cuts and this inhibits him so that for fear of
being misunderstood he withdraws and does not
ask his Question This much is achieved with
great delicacy His fear of being ridiculous mm
understood and becoming old to&ether with the
wry mockery of self depreciation
Though I have seen my head [giown slightly
bald]
brought in upon a platter
I am no prophet—and here s no great matter
makes him a sympathetic character But there
is more to the poem than the failure of a middle
aged man Prufrock s city is characterised by
fog smoke drams restlessness its citizens use
prepared faces and formulated phrases perhaps to
defend themselves against any contact with reality
which mifeht disturb their pleasant but futile
lives measured out with coffee spoons In this
society people may talk of culture but it is the
culture of the past the present remains unproduc
tive and people remain isolated and unable to
communicate The sea images which replace
the fog are less picturesque but possibly more
emotive the fog may be understood as Baude
laire used it to represent the Unreal City half
dead but the sea image comes from the English
tradition and the Mermaids may recall Donne s
satirical love poem 6rO and Catch a Falling Star
while the last three lines remind us of Keats s
concluding hues m Ode to Melancholy It is these
two remrrent images of fog and sea which form
the framework of the poem aud which suggest
the breadth of the poet s intention
The same loneliness and sense not onl3 of failure
but of there being nothing worth succeeding m is
expressed in Gerontion perhaps more bitterly
This meditation on approaching death is incon
elusive
I would meet you upon this honestly
but if the speaker Is not sure what death means he
is even less sure of the meaning or value of human
life The references to windy spaces (line 15)
and
Gull against the wind in the windy straits
suggest Claudio s speech on the terrifying prospect
of existence after life has ended in Measure for
Measure The quotation at the head of Germtnon
comes from the Duke s speech hi that play when
he tries to steel Claudio s nerve for his coming
execution by proving that life is not worth having
Ehot s Old Man seems to agree but the Duke s
Christian assurance for he is disguised as a friar
evokes no response hi him for Christ the Word
cannot communicate through the swaddhng dark
ness Whatever the crucifixion may have once
meant has been adulterated beyond recognition
and there Is nothing to leplace it
The Waste Land published m 1922 established
Eliot as a major figure on the contemporary scene
Some reviewers thought it a literary hoax because
of the elaborate use of allusion and quotation (In
several languages) as well as the lack of any formal
structure Charles Powell m Tlie Manchester
Guardian dismissed most of it as so much waste
paper F L Lucas thought the unhappy
composition should have been left to sink itself
but It Is not easy to dismiss in three lines what is
being written about as a new masterpiece
Those who thought It a masterpiece praised Its
honesty its emotional unity and above all its
projection of twentieth century malaise the
plight of a whole generation At all events
EUot s reputation as a poet increased though
controversy may be raised again In a different
form now that EUot s original notebooks are being
studied It has been known for some tune that
Ezra Pound to whom The Waste Land Is dedl
cated. recommended considerable revisions mostly
in the form of cuts which Eliot accepted but the
extent was not known -until the John Qulnn papers
were made public in 1908
However the version published In 1922 certainly
impresses one with a sense of disillusion and anti
climax. The old pre war Edwardian world has

